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Abstract
Internationalization continues to be a priority within many Canadian universities. While it is imperative to attend to the ethical dilemmas that accompany the intensification of internationalization, different ethical frameworks operate according to different orientating assumptions. In this paper, we seek to pluralize and deepen conversations about the ethics of internationalization by illustrating how three global ethics approaches address questions of international student mobility, study/service abroad, and internationalizing the curriculum. We conclude by emphasizing the need for students, practitioners, and faculty to engage in multi-voiced, critically-informed analyses, and dissensual conversations about complex ethical dilemmas related to internationalization.
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In 2014, Universities Canada found that 95% of Canadian universities included internationalization or global engagement in their strategic planning, and 82% ranked internationalization as one of their top five priorities. It was also in 2014 that the Canadian federal government released its first ever international education strategy, in which, amongst other things it announced plans to “double the size of our international student base from 239,131 in 2011 to more than 450,000 by 2022 (without displacing Canadian students)” (Department of Foreign Affairs, Trade and Development, 2014, p. 11). Canada was by then already the seventh most popular host country for international students (Canadian Bureau for International Education, 2015). Finally, that same year, the Association for Canadian Deans of Education also released their Accord on the Internationalization of Education, which delineated both potential benefits of internationalization, as well as potential risks, and implications for practice. The Accord promoted inclusive and sustainable international mobility experiences, ethical and
reciprocal research and teaching partnerships, curriculum internationalization premised on global justice, and long-term institutional commitments to internationalize.

Nearly five years later, internationalization continues to be a central priority for Canadian institutions, and indeed for the federal and provincial governments. Meanwhile, Canada remains a desirable educational destination, with international student enrolments growing nearly 18% from 2015 to 2016 alone (ICEF, 2017), on top of an 83% increase from 2008 to 2015 (Canadian Bureau for International Education, as cited by Garson, 2016). Yet despite increasing attention on ethical issues related to internationalization, ethical standards for international recruitment, research, and engagement in many Canadian institutions remain vague and many ethical concerns remain unresolved. There is an ongoing tension between the imperatives to expand internationalization for the ends of income generation and global competitiveness, and to ensure ethically-driven commitments to social accountability (Beck, 2012; Garson, 2016; Larkin, 2015). Many ethical concerns about internationalization that arise in Canada are relevant in other contexts, given that they are linked to long-standing uneven global relations that have contributed to the production of a Western-dominated higher education landscape.

According to Marginson (2006), “Global higher education is produced and consumed within a world-wide university hierarchy in which inequality between research universities, and between nations – and the often uni-directional flows of people, capital and knowledge associated with those inequalities – are necessary to global competition” (p. 35). This competition tends to be strongly biased in favor of institutions with high international prestige and a comparatively robust resource capacity, which are disproportionately concentrated in the Global North (Marginson & Sawir, 2005). At the same time that higher education is increasingly framed as an important means of national
competition in places like Canada (Larkin, 2015; Author, 2018), these nation-states are also investing fewer public monies in higher education, instead calling upon individual citizens to invest in their own education, as is evident in growing tuition costs and declining public funding (Fisher, Rubenson, Shanahan, & Trottier, 2014).

In this context, some have voiced concerns that universities in Canada and elsewhere in the Global North are treating internationalization as a means to generate revenues and maintain national and institutional global dominance. Larkin (2015) argues:

there is clearly a belief that internationalizing education will not only provide greater revenues through knowledge products and the penetration of new markets, but that it will provide Canadian universities with opportunities to recruit students and faculty from abroad (as both providers and producers of revenue) and will position national research universities to compete at the highest level globally. (p. 144)

She argues that, as a result, internationalization efforts often reproduce Canada’s geopolitical hegemony in relation to partners in the Global South (see also Johnstone & Lee, 2014). Others point out that, in the rush for revenues and other international opportunities, Canadian institutions have failed to create culturally-responsive environments for international students and scholars (Guo & Guo, 2017), or to adequately consider and manage the ethical complexities of international study/service abroad experiences and research partnerships (Beck, 2012; Khoo, 2011; Larkin, 2015).

Even amongst scholars and practitioners that are not critically inclined, there is thus a growing anxiety that internationalization has “lost its way” (Brandenburg & de Wit, 2011). Efforts to assess and reimagine the current ethical orientation of mainstream internationalization must take into account the many competing interests, investments, values, and desires that shape its current form, and that seek to influence its future direction. In any particular context, there are multiple possible responses to these ethical dilemmas, and whichever one is chosen will depend on the configuration of power,
policy, and desires; this makes it difficult to pose simple or static solutions. Thus, in this paper we consider how liberal, critical, and decolonial approaches to global ethics would approach challenges related to three primary areas of internationalization: international students; internationalizing curriculum; and study and service abroad. We begin by reviewing the three different ethical approaches, paying particular attention to the decolonial approach, as it is the most underdeveloped within existing ethics scholarship and practice. Having done so, we illustrate the gifts and limitations they present in relation to three areas of internationalization. We conclude by emphasizing the need for students, practitioners, and faculty to engage in multi-voiced, critically-informed analyses, and dissensual conversations about complex ethical dilemmas related to internationalization.

**Approaches to Global Ethics**

In a contemporary era characterized by global interdependencies that range from horizontally collaborative to violently extractive, and everything in between, there is growing need for ethical frameworks that can address (unevenly) shared problems and proliferate possibilities for sustaining human (co)existence on a finite planet. Global ethics is an emergent field of study that addresses international, institutional, and interpersonal efforts to navigate and negotiate complex dilemmas that are not bounded by local contexts or national borders. These include challenges related to access to food and clean water, migration/mobility, poverty, exploitation, resource extraction, trade policy, education, development, health and well-being, climate change, armed conflict, and human rights (Dower, 2014; Hutchings, 2010; Widdows, 2011; O'Byrne, 2017). Yet according to Drydyk (2014), “Agreement is lacking on what global ethics is: what its boundaries are, what is to be included, and what is not” (p. 16). Different approaches to
global ethics operate according to different orientating assumptions, horizons of hope, and theories of change.

Rather than view this lack of consensus as a problem, in this paper we propose that learning to work with and through complexity, uncertainty, and difference is a vital element of global ethics education. Below, we review a liberal, critical, and decolonial approach to global ethics. These hardly canvas the entire field of existing and possible frameworks, but rather capture some of the more notable patterns that circulate within Canadian institutions. Further, within each identified approach there are significant variations that we cannot fully capture, while at the same time there may be overlap between them. Thus, we present this paper as an initial invitation for further conversation and engagement, rather than a comprehensive map of ethical possibilities.

**Liberal Approaches to Global Ethics**

The liberal approach to global ethics is rooted in a global imaginary that naturalizes certain architectures of existence as if they were universal, and circumscribes what it appears possible to know, desire, and create (Author, 2016a). In particular, this imaginary tends to naturalize the political authority of nation-states, the economic inevitability of capitalist markets, and the epistemic universality of Western knowledge. Ethical problems are not only articulated within these frames, it is also presumed that the solutions to those problems can also be found within them. The orienting assumption is that more political order and rights, more economic access to social mobility, and more shared knowledge, will enable us to solve ethical problems.

Despite the hegemony of this liberal ethical approach, some have problematized its organizing assumptions, suggesting that it: narrows possibilities for relationality across difference (Donald, 2012; Gaztambide-Fernandez, 2012; Kuokkanen, 2008);
denies marginalized communities resources and opportunities to create and lead their own visions for education, development, and change (Battiste, 2013; Gandhi, 2011; Kapoor, 2014; McEwan, 2008; Spivak 2004); and reproduces civilizational hierarchies that invalidate non-Western knowledge traditions, modes of social organization, and forms of subjectivity and relationality (Author, 2011; Nandy, 2000; Santos, 2007).

When confronted with challenges to the benevolence or universality of liberal global ethics, its practitioners and proponents tend to respond either by selectively incorporating elements of different ethical traditions in ways that nonetheless do not challenge liberal grid of value and intelligibility, i.e. in the form of liberal pluralism. If the presumption of universality is not punctured, then these responses become circular, offering different ethical content within the same underlying frames. Below we review critical approaches that question the universality of these frames.

**Critical Approaches to Global Ethics**

Critical approaches to global ethics vary in their exact emphasis but invariably they identify an enduring set of power relations on an international scale – (geo)political, economic, and epistemological – and problematize how they shape dominant conversations about ethics. In particular, there is attention paid to how ethical responses articulated within a liberal global imaginary tend to present ethical dilemmas in ahistorical and depoliticized ways that reproduce unequal power relationships, support simplistic analyses of and responses to inequity, and naturalize ethnocentric imaginaries of responsibility and change. For instance, Stone-Mediatore (2011) finds that scholarship and pedagogy in the field of global ethics emphasizes “almost exclusively” white authors in the tradition of Western philosophy. She notes that although “Eurocentrism in academia is nothing new…in a field such as global ethics that aims to treat moral
problems in their cultural and geographic breath, the exclusion of viewpoints from the majority of the world’s cultures and countries is particularly troubling” (p. 45).

In response to the identified shortcomings of liberal global ethics, a critical approach to global ethics recognizes the need to redistribute resources, democratize governance, and pluralize knowledge traditions within mainstream institutions. The idea is that if we achieve a more diverse representation of perspectives and distribution of power in the political, economic, and epistemological dimensions of global society, we would achieve a more equitable set of global relations. However, it is challenging for even critical people who are socialized into the presumption of liberal universality to access other ethical traditions without selectively extracting difference and inserting it back into existing frames. In addition, it is difficult to envision a radically different future because the liberal global imaginary is so effective at foreclosing alternatives. A critical ethical approach is therefore articulated from the edge of the liberal global ethics frame, but does not go beyond it, often closing off viable possibilities that are not yet imaginable within existing frames. A decolonial approach to global ethics seeks to address the ambivalence and complexities involved in trying to imagine ethics otherwise.

**Decolonial Approaches to Global Ethics**

A decolonial approach to ethics emphasizes and denaturalizes the enduring coloniality of the liberal global imaginary, and the institutions and social relations that it engenders and which in turn uphold it. Coloniality refers to “long-standing patterns of power that emerged as a result of colonialism, but that define culture, labor, intersubjective relations, and knowledge production well beyond the strict limits of colonial administrations” (Maldonado-Torres, 2007, p. 243). These patterns do not simply negatively affect colonized populations, they also serve as the conditions of
possibility for the liberal imaginary and institutions by shaping the ecological, affective, cognitive, relational and economic dimensions of our collective existence. This does not mean that these Western traditions are believed to have nothing to offer, but that their purported universalization has been subsidized through colonial violence, and thus, they need to be interrupted and decentred so that suppressed ethical frameworks can be regenerated, and new possibilities for co-existence can emerge.

A decolonial approach to ethics therefore recognizes both the gifts as well as the colonizing tendencies of both Western liberal and critical ethical traditions, and seeks to engage with existing and emergent alternative ethical possibilities. As part of this, a decolonial approach also recognizes the immense power of the liberal global imaginary, and the difficulties of imagining and enacting ethics otherwise. This also points to the ambivalence of “decolonial” itself, and our ambivalence around its use here. As a “decolonial turn” has emerged in the context of educational scholarship, the meaning of the term “decolonial” has become contested, at times being used in metaphorical ways that betray both the material dimensions of decolonization that relate to the restoration of stolen lands and resources (Patel, 2014; Tuck & Yang, 2012), and at other times being used in prescriptive ways that fail to attend to the many complex ways in which contemporary existence is produced by colonialism (in its ecological, cognitive, affective, relational, and economic dimensions), and as such, cannot be transcended by simply stating that as our intention (Author, 2016b). Recognizing this complexity and difficulty, we cautiously describe decolonial as an ethical orientation that looks toward a horizon ‘beyond’ colonialism, engaging non-Western ethical frameworks, but without claiming to ‘master’ them, and without demanding a guaranteed path to a fully decolonized future.
A decolonial approach to ethics is therefore articulated and practiced from the edge of dominant liberal ethical frames, looking outward toward other possibilities, but committed to learning from the mistakes of those frames, and cautious of how to engage beyond it. This approach dwells in the messy spaces between what is imaginable in liberal ethics, critiques of those ethics, and alternative ethical frameworks that are unintelligible or illegitimate for those who remain invested in liberal frames. This approach recognizes the need for an ethical plurality that holds and learns from apparent paradoxes and incommensurabilities, as in the Zapatistas’ decolonizing vision of “a world in which other worlds fit” (as cited by Grosfoguel, 2012, p. 99). But it also recognizes that to create such a world would require first dismantling the global imaginary that is naturalized by liberalism’s institutions and subjectivities, as well as the material infrastructures that support their reproduction; otherwise, the result would be liberal pluralism that only allows “difference that makes no difference” (Ahmed, 2015). Thus, there is a need for transitional spaces, engagements, and pedagogies through which those who were socialized within a liberal global imaginary can: unlearn ongoing investments in epistemic universality; process affective resistances that arise when one is expected to ‘give up’ perceived entitlements to economic advantage, political authority, and moral superiority; engage responsibly with different ethical frames; and learn to relate to one another and the world in ways that are not determined by rational collaboration or competition, but rather humility, compassion, and affirmation of collective responsibilities as part of a wider social and ecological metabolism.

**Ethical Approaches to Practices of Internationalization**

In the following section, we explore the possibilities and limitations of each of the reviewed approaches to global ethics (liberal, critical, and decolonial), by asking how
each of these would engage practices of internationalization as they relate to international students, study and service abroad, and internationalizing the curriculum.

**International Students**

In 2017, the United States and United Kingdom received the first and second highest number of international students, respectively, while Canada was the fourth most popular destination (OECD, 2017). As in many other Western Anglophone nations, after World War II, international students studying in Canada were understood to play a central role in the development of their home countries, serving as transmitters of knowledge, as well as vectors of international goodwill and trade (McCartney, 2016; Author, 2016c; Trilokekar, 2010). Shifts in international student recruitment rationales, from development-based to income-generation based, began to occur even before the end of the Cold War (Cudmore, 2005; McCartney, 2016), although the emphasis remains on the benefits for international trade remain in place.

Today international student tuition and fees are unregulated in Canada, as they are in many Global North countries (Bolsmann & Miller, 2008; Ziguras, 2016). These fees are often many times higher than domestic students’ tuition and fees at public institutions, as international students are understood as an appealing source of revenue for many institutions (Anderson, 2015; Lee, Maldonado-Maldonado, & Rhoades, 2006). Many host countries also emphasize the importance of recruiting international students given that they bring non-tuition spending, tax revenues, and job creation (Altbach, 2004; Marginson, 2006; Owens, Srivastava, & Feerasta, 2011). For instance, Canada’s federal international education strategy emphasizes, “International students in Canada provide immediate and significant economic benefits to Canadians in every region of the country”
(Department of Foreign Affairs, Trade and Development, 2014, p. 7), and emphasizes billions of student spending, hundreds of millions of tax revenues, and job creation.

In addition to the direct income they bring, international students are understood to be “ideal” future immigrants to Canada (Scott, Safdar, Trilokekar, & El Masri, 2015). This is particularly relevant for those policy-makers who believe we are operating within a global “knowledge economy” in which countries compete to either retain or attract highly skilled persons in what Gibb and Walker (2011) describe as a “global war for talent” (p. 389). In the context of a highly uneven geopolitical landscape, Global North countries like Canada are the primary beneficiaries of this “war” (Altbach & Knight, 2007; Johnstone & Lee, 2014). A growing body of work also addresses the racism and xenophobia that is experienced by international students in Canadian higher education institutions (Coloma, 2013; Guo & Guo, 2017; Author, 2016c).

From a liberal global ethics approach, there is a presumption that Western higher education represents the height of human knowledge and development. However, there is concern that current trends in international student mobility rob human capital from sending countries through the process of ‘brain drain,’ the one-way migration of highly educated students from their home countries in the Global South to the Global North (Adnett, 2010; Rizvi & Lingard, 2010). Indeed, Canada in particular has been criticized for contributing to brain drain in the health professions (Crush, 2002, as cited by Neiterman, Atanackovic, Covell, & Bourgeault, 2018). A liberal ethics approach would emphasize that a preferred option is ‘brain circulation,’ in which exceptional students from the South are educated in the North and bring their acquired skills back home with them to contribute to national development (Marginson, 2006). This is a return to the Cold War approach to international student mobility as development aid (O’Mara, 2012).
Domestic and international student engagements are also understood to as a means for both students to develop “intercultural competence”, although generally it is emphasized that “international students are valuable contributors of diverse cultural perspectives and experiences” (Leask, 2009, p. 206) in ways not assumed of their domestic peers.

A critical approach to the ethics of international mobility problematizes liberal ethics for not interrupting the transnational economic elitism of the existing admissions system, which creates significant material barriers to access. Viggiano et al. (2017) found that the presumption of international student affluence can create a vicious cycle whereby access is not extended to students from low-income backgrounds and/or from poorer countries (Institute of International Education, 2016). In response, some scholars advocate for extending equity commitments to international students (Tannock, 2013), or suggest that international students should pay the same fees as domestic students (Enslin & Hedge, 2008). Notwithstanding their critical orientation, these ethical approaches do not necessarily question the presumption that Western higher education is superior. Instead, the primary ethical concerns centre on how to best ensure more expansive and equitable access to it, and to ensure equity for those who enrol. In Canada in particular, there is critical concern that universities are making promises to international students about the academic support that will be offered, and the available post-graduation immigration opportunities, that fail to match up with reality (Guo & Guo, 2017; Brunner, 2017; Neiterman et al., 2018). Finally, a critical ethical approach emphasizes that racism against international students needs to be addressed at a systemic level, rather than merely as a product of individual bias (Lee & Rice, 2007; Rhee & Sagaria, 2004).

Rather than proposing particular interventions around increasing access, a decolonial approach to ethics emphasizes the material and epistemic frames that
naturalize both the liberal and critical desires for Western higher education. It traces the colonial histories of uneven geopolitical economic relations that produced the presumption and promise of Western education as the path to individual and national development. In this way, it understands both the Western university’s desire to recruit international students, and the international students’ desire to attend the Western university, within a shared global imaginary (Nandy, 2000; Wyly & Dhillon, 2018).

Further, a decolonial approach critiques how inclusion is generally offered to international students on the condition that they participate in, or at least do not challenge, the national exceptionalist ethos of a place like Canada, which is premised on colonial continuities and complicities (Author, 2018; Thobani, 2007). This approach does not dismiss concerns over extractive tuition fees, nor minimize the need to address interpersonal and institutional racism directed at international students. Instead, it suggests that high fees and racist practices are embedded within the same root colonial schema of differential value that asserts Western benevolence, supremacy, and universalism. Thus, from a decolonial approach, addressing individual and institutional barriers and biases is important but insufficient for dismantling the epistemological, economic, and geopolitical hegemonies that characterize the global higher education landscape (Author, 2016a; Wyly & Dhillon, 2018).

The following table (Table 1) illustrates the kinds of ethical questions that each ethical approach would prioritize in relation to policies and practices in the context of student mobility in higher education.

| **Liberal** | How can we ensure that international students, their host countries, and their home countries, all benefit from their educational experience abroad? How can we prepare international students to become effective leaders in their home countries? How can we foster positive engagements between |
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international and domestic students? How can we prepare domestic staff and students to be more culturally sensitive toward international students?

**Critical** How can we democratize international access to our universities and recruit a more diverse and globally representative student body? What promises do Canadian/Western universities offer to potential international students, and how do these compare with benefits actually received? How can we address racism in all areas of the institution, including admissions, curriculum design, evaluation, as well as interpersonal engagements?

**Decolonial** What economic and geopolitical histories and relations have made the West a desired location for international study? What different motivations drive international students to study abroad? How can we understand international students as neither victims or villains, but rather as complex subjects with conflicting desires who might be both subject to and/or complicit in, others’ marginalization? Does expanding access to Canadian/Western universities for a subset of students alter or reproduce the uneven global higher education landscape? How might we denaturalize assumptions about the superiority of Western(ized) higher education?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Ethical questions about international student mobility from each approach</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Study and Service Abroad</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Considerable internationalization efforts go into enhancing study abroad offerings, and increasing and diversifying domestic students’ participation in these programs (Salisbury, Paulsen & Pascarella, 2011). These may take the form of short or long-term experiences. International service learning (ISL) is another increasingly popular form of experiential learning and international educational engagement in which university students (generally from wealthier parts of the world) travel abroad to engage in a community-based service activity (generally in poorer parts of the world) (Crabtree, 2008). These programs vary in terms of the formality of academic instruction, trip length, and other variables. Similar programs have been described as “voluntourism,” which Khoo (2011) characterizes as a blend of “travel, volunteering and fundraising to cover the cost of development projects and travel costs” (p. 346), but compared to ISL, voluntourism may lack a structured learning component. As Larsen (2015) found in her study of a celebrated research and learning partnership between a Canadian university
and a Tanzanian community, while there were some benefits for the various participants, there was nonetheless an underlying “assumption that Canadian universities can solve African problems” (p. 118), which reproduced colonial relations and deficit orientations. Different ethical approaches have different perspectives on these kinds of intended and actual effects and outcomes of international study and service abroad programs, and each might frame the transformative potential of these programs in somewhat different ways.

Liberal ethical approaches to study and service abroad presume that students who participate in these programs will develop important intercultural skills and global awareness. While some emphasize that these will make students better prepared to compete in a global job market and collaborate in diverse workplaces (Baillie Smith & Laurie, 2011), others emphasize how participation in these international programs contributes to the development of participating students’ moral and civic leadership capacities (Bringle, 2011), global citizenship competencies (Dolby, 2004; Longo & Saltmarsh, 2011), and a deepened appreciation of human diversity (Nussbaum, 2002). This approach also has a humanitarian dimension, organized around the presumption of participating students’ “sense of duty and fairness in the world: those who can supporting those who cannot, giving opportunities to those left behind” (Butin, as cited by Sin, 2009, p. 482). Transformation within a liberal ethical approach emphasizes the enhancement of individuals’ self-knowing, and the expansion of possibilities for cross-cultural collaborations, which are nonetheless led by liberal subjects who are presumed to have reached the highest level of human progress and development (Silva, 2007; Smith, 2012).

Critical ethical approaches to study and service abroad emphasize the risk of reifying racial stereotypes and reproducing harm in the host community if there is inadequate practical and pedagogical preparation for the experience (Grusky, 2000).
Beyond direct harm, there is concern that these experiences can also reproduce students’ presumed entitlements and supremacies. According to Zemach-Bersin (2007), in most framings of study abroad “the ‘globe’ is something to be consumed, a commodity that the privileged…student has the unchallenged and unquestioned right to obtain as an entitled citizen of the world. (p. 26), while Bryan (2012) argues ISL programs “present citizens of the global South as objects of pity and benevolence, serve to obscure global power relations and prevent individuals from seeing how they themselves are implicated in sustaining such relations by participating in, and deriving benefits from, harmful global economic institutions and practices” (p. 21). In turn, the service experience enhances the cultural capital and CV of the student volunteer, and reaffirms their benevolence (Angod, 2015; Baillie Smith & Laurie, 2011). Some responses from a critical ethical approach therefore advocate for abolishing these programs altogether, while others emphasize the need to center social justice and transformative social change (Butin, 2007; Tiessen & Huish, 2014). For instance, in his analysis of Canadian educational programming on global citizenship, Jefferess (2008) argues for the need to frame relationships and responsibilities in consideration of “the history of imperial politics that has shaped the current world system” (p. 31).

A decolonial approach to ethics shares many of the critiques of study abroad and service-learning offered by the critical approach, as well as ambivalence about the possibilities for fostering true reciprocity or solidarity. While this approach would emphasize the importance of justice-oriented frameworks for service and study abroad, it would also be wary of imposing or importing Western-derived notions of justice into the intercultural context (Moallem, 2006). That is, there is wariness about the naturalization of a universal ethical system in which the critical Western student or scholar imposes
their vision or theory of social transformation onto the host country or community (Gaztambide-Fernandez, 2012). To do so would risk reproducing old colonial relations, only this time in the name of liberation (Spivak, 1988). Instead, the decolonial approach would stress the imperative to unlearn systems of domination, and learn to listen to and serve host communities (rather than assuming we already know how to do so, or what people in these communities want), while also remaining skeptical about our own motivations, our ability to ‘hear’ what is being said, and our own transparency to ourselves. This also means attending to the ways that even visiting students who seek to ‘do the right thing’ often remain at least partially invested in affirming their own benevolence, in arbitrating justice, and in determining the nature of their relationships with communities, out of a desire for and perceived entitlement to certainty, moral redemption, and control (see also Sutherland, 2018). It is precisely because these kinds of desires and perceived entitlements are not easily identified, let alone unlearned or unravelled, that we describe the decolonial ethical approach as an orientation toward a horizon, and an ongoing process that will entail mistakes and missteps, rather than as a prescriptive approach for how to ‘do’ decolonization the ‘right’ way.

Table 2 illustrates the kinds of ethical questions that each approach would prioritize in relation to study and service abroad.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Liberal</th>
<th>How can study/service abroad inspire students to become engaged global citizens and leaders with a sense of responsibility that exceeds themselves and their nation? How can a more diverse set of students gain access to these programs? How can international service trips prompt students to recognize their relative advantage and give back to the host community?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Critical</td>
<td>What systems and policies reproduce the uneven distribution of wealth that enables (certain) students the opportunity to travel from Canada or elsewhere in the Global North to the Global South? How does the structure of the service relation risk reproducing ‘white saviorism’ and naturalizing inequality? What pedagogical scaffolding do students need before, during, and after these trips in order to denaturalize their presumed supremacies?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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What kinds of frameworks do students need in order to be able to reflexively attend to their own responses to their experiences abroad, so that they can learn from these responses and minimize harm to others?

**Decolonial**

How can visiting students learn to listen to the needs, desires, and dreams of host communities? How should it be handled when the ethics of visiting students conflict with those of the host community? How do we prepare students to deal with the heterogeneity and internal contradictions of the host community, and to respect their gifts without romanticizing or idealizing them? How can students begin to understand that in order to truly remake relationships between communities, they will need to disinvest from presumed entitlements and desires for affirmation, certainty, universality, choice, and control, and to develop a responsibility to all living beings within it?

*Table 2. Ethical questions about study and service abroad from each approach*

**Internationalizing the Curriculum**

As universities increasingly recruit international students, and send more domestic students to study and volunteer abroad, many have emphasized the need to also “internationalize the campus,” sometimes also called “internationalization at home.” For Wächter (2003), internationalization at home is premised on “an understanding of internationalisation that went beyond mobility and a strong emphasis on the teaching and learning in a culturally diverse setting” (p. 6). Harrison (2015) suggests it “offer[s] a democratisation of the benefits of internationalisation to a much wider segment of society than that which could be, or wanted to be, geographically mobile” (p. 414). A primary emphasis of these more local internationalization efforts has been on curricula (Clifford & Montgomery, 2015).

Leask (2015) defines curriculum internationalization as “the incorporation of international, intercultural, and/or global dimensions into the content of the curriculum as well as the learning outcomes, assessment tasks, teaching methods, and support services of a program of study” (p. 9). According to the Association of Universities and Colleges in Canada (now Universities Canada), the purpose of internationalizing Canadian
universities curricula is to “to prepare graduates who are internationally knowledgeable and interculturally competent” (as cited by Fuller & Liu, 2009, p.1). Internationalization of the curriculum has also been framed as a means to be more responsive to the epistemological perspectives of international students (Harrison, 2015). However, in their research at a Canadian university with strong stated commitments to internationalize the curriculum, Guo and Guo (2017) found that some international students “reported that they felt there were few teaching and learning resources that were related to their experiences” (p. 859), and were confronted with racism and stereotypical representations of their home countries. Foster and Anderson (2015) suggest, “We are on the journey of our understanding of internationalized curriculum where the complex nature of [internationalizing the curriculum] is only just beginning to be grasped by theorists and practitioners” (para. 1), yet even in these initial stages, there are many ethical questions, and divergent possible ways of framing and addressing them.

Harrison’s (2015) framing of curriculum internationalization (2015) exemplifies a liberal ethical approach, incorporating international content, international perspectives, and an emphasis on intercultural engagements. This approach focuses on self-actualization and follows the notion that knowledge about cultural difference will prepare individuals to engage more fruitfully in interpersonal relationships, better compete within a global labor market, and foster smoother relations between different countries and peoples. From this perspective, internationalization of the curriculum is framed as a means to prepare “students to be global citizens who can operate in a globalized world” (Sawir, 2013, p. 361). However, formal respect for difference does not necessarily entail interrogation or interruption of the power relations that shape cross-cultural learning, nor challenge the universal claims that characterize Western knowledge production. For
instance, Hail (2015) suggests, “if Western educators want to encourage Chinese students to appreciate pluralism and think about how democracy works, then showing students examples of the expression of civil rights in democratic countries may be more effective than directly criticizing China’s human rights situation” (p. 11). In this example, there is a welcome emphasis on respectful engagements, yet this is framed as a means to an end of demonstrating to Chinese international students the superiority of the Western liberal political system.

A critical approach to the ethics of curriculum internationalization emphasizes the insufficiency of efforts to include marginalized knowledges that do not address the racialized and gendered political economy of knowledge production (Connell, 2007). This epistemic economy not only delegitimizes knowledges produced in other (non-Western countries), but also knowledge that is produced by non-white people within the West (Roshanravan, 2012). From this position, the ethical imperative is to denaturalize and de-centre Western knowledges (Breit, Obijiofor, & Fitzgerald, 2013), and dedicate more material resources to the support of the production and instruction of marginalized knowledges, including through hiring new faculty, revising of existing awards and promotion procedures, expanding access through increased funding opportunities for students from historically marginalized populations, and reconsidering the Eurocentric perspectives that dominate curricula in nearly every academic department. In Canada, efforts to “internationalize” the curriculum may or may not be considered alongside recent commitments to “Indigenize” curriculum, but in both cases, the hope is that by institutionalizing support for ‘othered’ knowledges, the institution itself will be transformed.
The decolonial approach to the ethics of curriculum internationalization also critiques the geo- and body- political economy of knowledge production, but emphasizes that the frames of Western knowledge are actively invested in the devaluation of non-Western ways of knowing so as to maintain its claim to universality and thus, the foreclosure of anything that would challenge its epistemic, moral, and other forms of authority (Spivak, 1988, 1990; Maldonado-Torres, 2007; Santos, 2007). This approach thus emphasizes the contradictions, conflicts, and circularities that might arise when divergent knowledge systems meet. In particular, when different ways of knowing are instrumentalized by institutions and subject to selective inclusion (Ahmed, 2012; Mitchell, 2015; Nandy, 2000), this may result in non-Western ways of knowing being ‘grafted’ onto Western ways of being, which denies the powerful potential for these knowledges to open up truly different horizons of possibility (Ahenakew, 2016). Thus, from the decolonial approach, simply adding and supporting more diverse knowledges does not in itself pluralize possibilities for (co)existence. To do so would require not just incorporating alternative knowledges into existing institutions and decentering Western knowledge, but also reframing different knowledge systems as contextually relevant interventions into reality that both enable and foreclose different possibilities (Santos, 2007). Alongside epistemic reframing, there would also be a need for the “redistribution of material, social, political, cultural, and symbolic resources” that have historically been extracted and hoarded in ways that naturalize not only Western epistemic universality but also other forms of Western domination (Santos, 2007, p. 64). However, beyond redistributing these resources within existing material, social, political, cultural, and symbolic economies, there is a commitment to ultimately rethink the orienting logics and infrastructures of those economies and consider other possibilities for coexistence.
The table that follows (Table 3) illustrates the kinds of ethical questions that each approach would prioritize in relation to internationalizing curricula in higher education.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Ethical Questions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Liberal</td>
<td>How much of our curricula should be dedicated to international topics? How can all disciplines, in particular science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM) fields, incorporate an international dimension to their programs? How can we encourage international students to share their knowledge in the classroom as a means of fostering epistemic pluralism and democratic deliberation? What are the essential knowledge and skills needed to ensure students graduate with cultural competency?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Critical</td>
<td>How can we ensure that diverse knowledges are not simply included in curriculum, but valued, supported, and rewarded? What is needed to build enduring institutional capacity for teaching and research outside of Western knowledge traditions? How can we ensure that all students gain an appreciation for the gifts of minoritized knowledges, and that marginalized students in particular have access to these knowledges?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decolonial</td>
<td>How can we shift dominant relationships to knowledge from the search for absolute truth to appreciation of contextual relevance? How can we prepare students to navigate complexity and uncertainty in a rapidly changing world with no clear epistemic authorities? How can students learn to distinguish between the known, the unknown, and the unknowable? How can we make institutions into spaces of true epistemic pluralism given the tendency to suppress knowledge systems that challenge not only Western epistemic hegemony but also dominant modes of ecological, relational, and economic organization?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Ethical questions about curriculum internationalization from each approach

Conclusion: Caveats and Further Steps

In this article we have sought to contribute to the pluralization of possible responses to ethical dilemmas related to the multiple facets of internationalization in higher education, both in Canada and elsewhere. Through a (non-exhaustive) mapping of three possible approaches to global ethics (liberal, critical, decolonial) we sought to explore how questions related to global ethics could be articulated differently when conceptualized through each of these approaches. While research on divergent articulations of global ethics in internationalization remains relatively scarce, recent studies suggest that internationalization practice and policy in Canadian higher education institutions remains predominantly framed in (neo)liberal discourse, along with several
instances/examples of critical approaches, and a near absence of what might be considered decolonial approaches (Pashby & Andreotti, 2016; Author, 2016d; Author, 2018). While this article is an invitation to expand existing conversations about internationalization beyond mainstream liberal imaginaries of global ethics and towards more equivocal conversations that would also encompass critical and decolonial approaches, we recognize this work must also attend to and account for the enduring uneven power relations and resources that affect what is possible in any given context.

We began this article by outlining some of the tensions and conflicts of interest that surround and shape internationalization efforts, in particular the conflict between the economic imperative for universities to capitalize on the financial opportunities afforded by internationalization, and the ethical imperative to consider their commitments to social accountability and service to the public good. Given the fact that the economic imperative is tightly linked to securing institutional resources during a time of declining public funding, emphasizing the ethical imperative (particularly in ways that challenge even mainstream ethics approaches) may be perceived as undermining universities’ prestige, epistemic privilege, and ultimately their economic stability and viability. Given this context, it becomes necessary to ask: are different conversations even possible?

In response to this question, we recognize the risk that even our attempts to engage global ethics from a critical or decolonial approach might be circumscribed by the hegemonic (neo)liberal imperatives of internationalization. Because of this, and because of our general intention not to simply replace one hegemony with a (potentially) better one, we do not advocate for a “critical” or “decolonial” turn in the theory and practice of global ethics. Our intention is much more modest: we seek to point to an absence of conversations that we have not yet had, and which might enable different possibilities.
While it is highly unlikely that the mainstream institutional internationalization practices and policies will change any time soon, the kind of questions that can be opened by imagining internationalization through different kinds of approaches can nonetheless play an important and generative role – both educationally and relationally. If we can challenge dominant assumptions about what is possible and consider that there are other possibilities that are viable but lie beyond what is currently imaginable, then we can create the potential for something new and different to emerge.
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